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Abstract

We present an efficient algorithm for computing the precise Hausdorff Distance (HD) between two freeform
surfaces. The algorithm is based on a hybrid Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH), where osculating toroidal
patches (stored in the leaf nodes) provide geometric properties essential for the HD computation in high
precision. Intrinsic features from the osculating geometry resolve computational issues in handling the cross-
boundary problem for composite surfaces, which leads to the acceleration of HD algorithm with a solution
(within machine precision) to the exact HD. The HD computation for general freeform surfaces is discussed,
where we focus on the computational issues in handling the local geometry across surface boundaries or
around surface corners that appear as the result of gluing multiple patches together in the modeling of
generic composite surfaces. We also discuss how to switch from an approximation stage to the final step
of computing the precise HD using numerical improvements and confirming the correctness of the HD
computation result. The main advantage of our algorithm is in the high precision of HD computation result.
As the best cases of the proposed torus-based approach, we also consider the acceleration of HD computation
for freeform surfaces of revolution and linear extrusion, where we can support real-time computation even
for deformable surfaces. The acceleration is mainly due to a fast biarc approximation to the planar profile
curves of the simple surfaces, each generated by rotating or translating a planar curve. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach using experimental results.

Keywords: Hausdorff Distance, freeform surfaces, Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH), osculating toroidal
patches, intrinsic geometry, precise computation, cross-boundary problem, surface of revolution, surface of
linear extrusion

1. Introduction1

Given two objects A and B, the maximum deviation of A from the other object B can be measured2

using the one-sided Hausdorff Distance (HD) of A from B:3

h(A,B) = max
p∈A

(
min
q∈B
‖p− q‖

)
= max

p∈A
d(p, B),

where d(p, B) is the minimum distance of p from B. The one-sided HD being zero (h(A,B) = 0) means that4

an object A is completely contained in the other object B. In other words, h(A,B) = 0 implies A ⊂ B, and5

vice versa. The identity of two objects A ≡ B can be detected computationally by measuring h(A,B) = 06

and h(B,A) = 0. On the other hand, the similarity of two shapes A ≈ B can be represented quantitatively7

using two conditions: h(A,B) < ε and h(B,A) < ε, for a small value ε > 0, which can be set appropriately8

by the user, depending on each application of the similarity test under consideration.9
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Figure 1: Matching two nearby surface patches: (a) the four corners of Ak are projected to the other surface B, and (b) a
surface patch Bk of similar size is extracted from B by reparameterizing Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)).

The (two-sided) Hausdorff Distance (HD) between A and B is defined as the maximum of the two10

one-sided HDs measured from both sides:11

H(A,B) = max (h(A,B), h(B,A)) .

The identity A ≡ B is thus equivalent to their HD being zero: H(A,B) = 0. Based on this relation, the HD12

computation has been extensively used as an important tool for shape matching and recognition [1; 22]. For13

the sake of convenience, by changing the roles of A and B if necessary, we may assume h(A,B) ≥ h(B,A)14

and thus H(A,B) = h(A,B) in the rest of this paper.15

The majority of HD computation algorithms try to make a good guess on the maximum deviation point16

p∗ ∈ A from B: d(p∗, B) = h(A,B), where d(p∗, B) is the distance between p∗ and B. To speed up17

the search for the solution point p∗, we need to reduce the search space from the whole object A to a18

much smaller subset A∗ ⊂ A, often by removing redundant parts of A from further consideration. For two19

parametric freeform surfaces A(u, v) and B(s, t), Kim et al. [16] introduced a matching technique for this20

purpose, the basic concept of which was also used in the recent results of Kang et al. [13; 14] for computing21

the HD between triangular and quad meshes. The main advantage of Kang et al. [13; 14] is the guarantee of22

high precision in the HD computation result, where the computing time for a tight error bound 10−9 takes23

only slightly more than that for a larger error bound 10−3. In the current work, we propose a new approach24

to the problem for freeform surfaces, which can significantly improve the precision of HD computation25

compared with the previous results on freeform surfaces [16]. Below we discuss some difficulties expected in26

this new approach.27

As illustrated in Figure 1, using a local 1-to-1 matching between a subpatch Ak(u, v) of A and another28

subpatch Bk(u, v) of B, Kim et al. [16] introduced an effective technique for estimating an upper bound hk29

for h(Ak, B), the one-sided HD from Ak to B. When the upper bound hk is smaller than the distance d(p, B),30

for some point p ∈ A, the subpatch Ak is redundant from the computation of h(A,B). This is because none31

of Ak may contain a point of larger deviation (from B) than the distance d(p, B); thus, in Ak, we cannot32

find a maximum deviation point p∗ of A (from B), i.e., a point p∗ ∈ A such that d(p∗, B) = h(A,B).33

The subpatch Ak is removed from the HD computation, which is the main source of acceleration in the34

matching-based approach to the HD computation. The reparameterization Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)) is35

relatively easy when the matching subpatch Bk is totally contained in the same Bézier surface patch of a36

composite surface B(s, t). (In Section 3, we briefly review a simple technique for estimating an upper bound37

hk = max ‖dij‖ using a difference surface D(u, v) = Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v) with control points {dij}.)38

Figure 2 shows two non-trivial cases where an ideal matching would be made across a common boundary39

of two subpatches or around a corner point shared among four subpatches. Even when the subpatches40

are connected smoothly with a sufficiently high Ck-continuity, they may have different rational/polynomial41

representations. Ideally speaking, the subpatch Ak could be subdivided into smaller pieces of similar shape42

to the corresponding counterparts on the surface B. In practice, this can be done efficiently for simple43

surfaces such as triangular or quad meshes. (In some sense, Kang et al. [13; 14] follow the basic guideline44
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Figure 2: Matching across surface boundaries: (a) the four corners of Ak are projected to two different subpatches of B, and
(b) to four different subpatches of B sharing a common corner point.

of this idea.) Nevertheless, for general composite B-spline surfaces, it is highly non-trivial to develop an45

efficient HD algorithm by simply subdividing into subpatches of arbitrary shape. There are some technical46

issues that must be resolved, which we discuss below, for the development of an efficient HD algorithm that47

can also guarantee a high-precision accuracy in the HD computation result.48

Kim et al. [16] dealt with the cases of Figure 2 by recursively subdividing the subpatch Ak into smaller49

rectangular pieces, which often slows down the algorithm, mainly due to the fact that the subdivisions are50

made along the u and v-directions of Ak(u, v) and the cross-boundary problem of Figure 2 is repeated to51

a large number of smaller pieces thus subdivided. (Subdivision of Ak(u, v) along other directions is more52

expensive.) In the test examples of Kim et al. [16], the error bound for HD approximation was set to 10−3,53

where the unit length 1 is taken as the model size. (The error bounds of 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 are often used54

in many HD algorithms based on iterative approximations [16; 17; 25].) On the other hand, for polygonal55

meshes, Kang et al. [13; 14] made considerable improvement in the precision of HD computation, up to an56

error bound 10−9, using only slightly (1–2%) more computing time than the case of error bound 10−3. To get57

a similar improvement in the HD computation for freeform surfaces, we may need to support subdivisions58

of Ak in arbitrary directions. Nevertheless, this approach has drawbacks in some non-trivial cases.59

Freeform geometric models often contain polar points such as those appearing in the north/south poles60

of a sphere. Several freeform surfaces meet at a polar point by collapsing their edges to the polar point.61

When the maximum deviation HD point is located near the polar point, the HD computation can be slowed62

down quite significantly. To deal with this problem, we use toroidal patches tightly fitting the neighborhood63

of a polar point, which has produced an efficient and stable HD computation result. This approach also64

works for handling the cross-boundary problem for adjacent surface patches with different equations. The65

main advantage of using toroidal patches is in computing the local and global minimum/maximum distances66

between two toroidal patches. Son et al. [24] demonstrated the power of torus-based geometric approach67

by accelerating the minimum distance computation for solids of revolution. In this paper, we show that a68

similar approach can be applied to the HD computation for surfaces of revolution and linear extrusion, and69

further to general freeform surfaces.70

Our HD algorithm is based on two hybrid BVHs for A(u, v) and B(s, t), where their leaf nodes contain71

osculating toroidal patches with second-order contact with these surfaces at their mid-parameters. At the72

leaf level of our hybrid BVH, the comparison between two subpatches Ak(u, v) and Bk(u, v) is replaced by an73

approximate comparison between their osculating toroidal patches TA(u, v) and TB(u, v), which is simpler74

and more efficient to deal with than the general surfaces. For the sake of efficiency in BVH construction,75

we use the second order osculating torus patch of Liu et al. [20], originally developed for the acceleration of76

point-projection algorithm. (The HD computation is essentially the coordination of many point-projections.)77

Using a boundary trimming technique illustrated in Figure 4 of Park et al. [21], we generate the osculating78

toroidal patches (properly reparameterized) so that, for each (u, v), the difference in positions Ak(u, v) and79

TA(u, v) (respectively, Bk(u, v) and TB(u, v)) is smaller than a given tolerance.80
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For deformable geometric models, the BVH structure should be updated on the fly and the update time81

is included in the HD computing time. We demonstrate a real-time HD computation (including the BVH82

update) for deformable surfaces of revolution and linear extrusion (generated by rotating and translating83

a deformable planar profile curve), which is considerably faster than the computation for general freeform84

surfaces. The acceleration on these special cases is based on an efficient construction algorithm for the biarc85

trees for planar profile curves of these surfaces.86

Once we have approximated the HD within an error bound 10−9 (by dynamically subdividing the sub-87

patches in the leaf levels if necessary), we then switch to the final stage of computing a precise HD within88

machine precision to the exact HD. The precise HD computation of Barton et al. [5] reports that a consid-89

erable slow down of the HD algorithm may occur when the maximum deviation point p∗ ∈ A is located on90

the self-bisector surface of B, which means that p∗ has two different footpoints q1,q2 ∈ B. The fast (but91

approximate) HD algorithm of Tang et al. [25] does not consider the bisector case by repeatedly subdividing92

the neighborhoods of p∗,q1,q2 into smaller and smaller pieces. When applied to freeform surfaces, this ap-93

proach would produce large errors in (representing the control points for) recursively subdivided subpatches94

of the input surfaces. Moreover, the surface subdivisions are considerably more time-consuming than the95

case of polygonal meshes. We switch to the algorithm of Elber and Grandine [8], where the precise HD is96

computed by solving a system of multivariate polynomial equations.97

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:98

• We present an efficient algorithm for computing the HD of two freeform surfaces, within machine99

precision to the exact HD.100

• For surfaces of special types such as surfaces of revolution and linear extrusion, our algorithm supports101

a real-time HD computation for the freeform surfaces under continuous deformation.102

• Using osculating toroidal patches that approximate the given freeform surfaces very tightly, we have103

greatly improved the precision of HD computation to a similar level to the results of Kang et al. [13; 14]104

for polygonal meshes, and even to the ultimate level (of machine precision) reported in the previous105

result of Elber and Grandine [8] for freeform surfaces.106

• We introduce a torus-based technique that can effectively handle the cross-boundary as well as polar107

point problems in the HD computation.108

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous research results on the HD109

computation and related problems. Section 3 briefly reviews basic geometric concepts and discusses some110

technical issues and practical solutions. Our BVH-based algorithm is then explained in Section 4, where we111

focus on the main differences from the previous methods. In Section 5, we demonstrate the performance of112

our HD computation algorithm using several experimental results. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this113

paper.114

2. Related Work115

The HD computation for polygonal meshes has a long history with many fruitful research results [3; 7;116

10; 13; 14; 25]. Introducing a new computational paradigm based on the spatial data structure of Bounding117

Volume Hierarchy (BVH), Tang et al. [25] developed the first interactive-speed HD algorithm for polygonal118

meshes. Barton et al. [5] considered the precise HD computation for polygonal meshes. The recent work119

of Kang et al. [13; 14] demonstrated that the HD between triangular and quad meshes can be computed120

up to a high precision such as within an error bound of 10−9 in about the same computing time as in the121

low precision cases. The basic approach of Kang et al. [13; 14] can be extended to the more general case of122

computing the HD between freeform surfaces. Nevertheless, it is a great challenge to develop a precise HD123

algorithm that works in an interactive speed for reasonably complex geometric models composed of freeform124

composite surfaces, which we attack in the current work.125

Elber and Grandine [8] computed the precise HD between two freeform rational surfaces by solving a126

system of polynomial constraint equations. By restricting the domain of parameters (by applying a new127
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pruning technique), we accelerate the computing speed while keeping the high precision final result, which is128

the approach we take in the current work. The acceleration technique is based on osculating toroidal patches129

to the freeform surfaces under consideration. The osculating torus has been shown to be quite effective in130

accelerating geometric problems related to the minimum distance of freeform surfaces [20; 21; 24]. This131

paper demonstrates the effectiveness even in the maximum distance computation.132

Using GPU acceleration techniques, Krishnamurthy et al. [17] introduced a real-time HD algorithm133

for dynamically deformable NURBS surfaces, and Hanniel et al. [11] developed an HD algorithm that can134

handle the non-trivial cases of near-overlap and near-offset surfaces. On the other hand, Kim et al. [16]135

presented a purely CPU-based real-time HD algorithm for NURBS surfaces, which can also deal with the136

near-overlap and near-offset cases successfully. The approach of Kim et al. [16] is based on a BVH structure,137

specially designed for NURBS surfaces. In this paper, we modify the BVH structure by adding osculating138

toroidal patches to the leaf nodes and improve the performance of redundancy pruning by developing efficient139

torus-based techniques for bounding local HDs for surface patches.140

There are also many HD computation results for freeform curves. Jüttler [12] estimated upper bounds141

for the HD between two freeform/implicit curves. Alt and Scharf [2] considered the precise HD computation142

for planar rational curves. Using graphics hardware depth buffer, Kim et al. [15] computed the precise HD143

for planar freeform curves in real-time. The HD algorithms of Chen et al. [6] and Bai et al. [4] are also based144

on pruning techniques for redundant segments from the given freeform curves.145

The surfaces of revolution or linear extrusion are generated by rotating or translating planar profile146

curves. Son et al. [24] presented a highly effective BVH structure for the surfaces of revolution using a G1-147

biarc tree for planar profile curves. There is one degree of freedom in the selection of each biarc [23], which148

has promoted the development of many different types of biarc. In particular, Kurnosenko [18] introduced a149

bounding region, called bilens, based on osculating circles to planar curves. By rotating (or translating) the150

bilens and osculating circles, we can generate bounding volumes and osculating tori (or osculating cylinders)151

for the surfaces of revolution (or linear extrusion). Lee et al. [19] made detailed comparison among arc-based152

BVH trees for planar freeform curves.153

3. Basic Concepts and Geometric Tools154

As illustrated in Figure 1, using a local 1-to-1 matching between a subpatch Ak(u, v) of A and another155

subpatch Bk(u, v) of B, reparameterized as156

Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)),

the matching technique of Kim et al. [16] provides an effective way of estimating an upper bound for157

h(Ak, B), the one-sided HD from Ak to B. We briefly review how to compute an upper bound hk for158

the one-sided Hausdorff distance h(Ak, B), and discuss some technical issues related to the cross-boundary159

problem. Moreover, we discuss how to simplify the test h(Ak, B) < h, using an osculating toroidal patch of160

Bk, which can be used for the elimination of Ak from further consideration.161

3.1. Matching-based upper bound for local HD162

Note the following simple relationship:163

‖Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v)‖ ≥ d(Ak(u, v), B),

where d(Ak(u, v), B) is the minimum distance from a surface point Ak(u, v) to the other surface B. Taking164

maximum from both sides, we have165

max
(u,v)

‖Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v)‖ ≥ max
(u,v)

d(Ak(u, v), B)(= h(Ak, B)).

Representing the difference D(u, v) = Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v) as a freeform surface with control points {dij},166

Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v) =
∑∑

dijBi(u)Bj(v),
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we can bound h(Ak, B) and max ‖Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v)‖ by max ‖dij‖ as follows167

‖Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v)‖ =
∥∥∥∑∑

dijBi(u)Bj(v)
∥∥∥ ≤∑∑

‖dij‖Bi(u)Bj(v) ≤ max ‖dij‖,

and thus168

h(Ak, B) ≤ max ‖Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v)‖ ≤ max ‖dij‖.
We can take hk = max ‖dij‖ as an upper bound for h(Ak, B).169

In the reparameterization of Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)), when we use bilinear functions s(u, v), t(u, v),170

the degree of Bk(u, v) will be doubled due to the uv-term of the bilinear functions. For a bicubic surface,171

the number of control points will be almost tripled, the construction of which also takes quite some time in172

the symbolic process for the composition of spline functions. A more efficient way of estimating an upper173

bound hk is to take the maximum of ‖Ak(ua, vb)−Bk(ua, vb)‖ computed at uniform samples of (ua, vb) and174

add an error term due to the uniform sampling of uv-parameters (which can be computed by the condition175

of Filip et al. [9]).176

177

3.2. Some technical issues related to the cross-boundary problem178

In the above discussion, we have implicitly assumed that the range of (s(u, v), t(u, v)) is totally contained179

in the domain of a Bézier surface B(s, t), with a well-defined polynomial/rational surface equation and a set180

of control points. When the four corner points of Ak are projected to B(sij , tij), (i, j = 0, 1), with all four181

solutions (sij , tij) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], in the domain of a Bézier surface B(s, t), we can bilinearly reparameterize182

the quadrangular region Q formed by these four (sij , tij)-solutions as follows:183

Q(u, v) = (s(u, v), t(u, v)) = (1− u)(1− v) (s00, t00) + u(1− v) (s10, t10) + (1− u)v (s01, t01) + uv (s11, t11).

When the quadrangle Q forms a parallelogram or even a rectangle, the uv-term vanishes and we have a184

linear reparameterization of (s(u, v), t(u, v)):185

Q(u, v) = (s(u, v), t(u, v)) = (s00, t00) + u (s10 − s00, t10 − t00) + v (s01 − s00, t01 − t00),

which produces Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)) of the same degree as B(s, t). In general, due to the uv-term,186

the degree of Bk(u, v) is twice as higher as that of B(s, t).187

When the projections of four corner points are made to two adjacent Bézier surfaces B1(s, t) and B2(s, t),188

which form a composite surface B(s, t), ((s, t) ∈ [0, 2]×[0, 1]), for example, B1(s, t), ((s, t) ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1]), and189

B2(s, t), ((s, t) ∈ [1, 2]× [0, 1]), the vertical line s = 1 splits the quadrangle Q(u, v) into two pieces Q1(u, v)190

and Q2(u, v). Note that, because of the uv-term in the bilinear reparameterization, in the uv-parameter191

domain, the split will be along an implicit quadratic curve:192

1 = s00 (1− u)(1− v) + s10 u(1− v) + s01 (1− u)v + s11 uv,

which makes it difficult to represent B(Q1(u, v)) and B(Q2(u, v)) in a common functional space. (This193

means that we may not find the control points for the difference surface D(u, v) = Ak(u, v) − Bk(u, v).)194

Nevertheless, we can evaluate ‖Ak(ua, vb) − Bk(ua, vb)‖ on uniform samples (ua, vb), using either B1(s, t)195

or B2(s, t), depending on the sign of s(ua, vb) − 1. When the two Bézier surfaces B1(s, t) and B2(s, t) are196

connected with C2-continuity, we can apply the result of Filip et al. [9] to the uniform sampling technique197

and estimate an upper bound for the maximum difference. On the other hand, when they are only C1-198

continuous, we cannot use the C2-based formulas of Filip et al. [9] for bounding the influence of sampling199

errors. Moreover, when there is even no guarantee of G1 or C0-continuity, we need to consider the boundary200

curve segments separately from the surface interiors. Boundary curves, corner points, and cusps may be201

considered as degenerate surfaces.202

In all these cases of non-C2-continuity, we may reparameterize the two pieces Q1 and Q2 separately, and203

split Ak into two pieces Ak1 and Ak2 of similar shapes to Q1 and Q2. (As the result of split, Q1 or Q2 may204

also be a triangle.) The subdivision of Ak along a direction other than the u or v-direction raises the degrees205

of Ak1 and Ak2 . All these computational hurdles motivate the introduction of osculating toroidal patches,206

as a handy tool for replacing the surface matching and splitting by simpler tasks on toroidal patches.207
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3.3. Torus-based pruning208

We interpret the condition h(Ak, Bk) < ε as the containment of Ak in the offset volume of Bk by ε > 0:209

Ak ⊂ Oε(Bk) = { p | ‖p− q‖ < ε, q ∈ Bk} = ∪q∈Bk
Oε(q),

where Oε(Bk) is the union of ε-balls Oε(q) = { p | ‖p−q‖ < ε} with the centers taken at all points q ∈ Bk.210

When the two surfaces Ak and Bk are tightly approximated by two toroidal patches TA and TB as follows211

H(Ak, TA) < εA, H(Bk, TB) < εB ,

within two-sided Hausdorff distances εA, εB > 0, the condition h(Ak, Bk) < ε can be tested by checking212

h(TA, TB) < εT ,

or equivalently213

TA ⊂ OεT (TB),

where εT = ε−εA−εB > 0. Alternatively, we can also check if Ak ⊂ OεT+εA(TB), to show h(Ak, Bk) < ε. The214

offset volume OεT (TB) for a toroidal patch TB is much simpler than Oε(Bk) bounded by non-rational offset215

surfaces of Bk. The geometric simplicity of TB is the main source of acceleration in our HD computation.216

When we take ε > 0 as a global lower bound h = d(p, B) of h(A,B), for some p ∈ A\B, we can conclude217

h(Ak, B) ≤ h(Ak, Bk) < ε = h = d(p, B) ≤ h(A,B),

and remove Ak from further consideration as it is useless for the HD computation.218

4. HD Computation using BVH219

The control flow of our algorithm is basically about the same as the previous HD algorithm of Kim et220

al. [16], which is briefly mentioned in Section 4.1. The main difference is in the way of handling the cross221

boundary case including the polar point case. Section 4.2 first presents a simple technique for estimating222

an upper bound hk of h(Ak, B) for internal nodes Ak. After that, we consider the main technical issue of223

this paper by introducing a torus-based method to make a good estimation of the local HD h(Ak, B) for224

leaf nodes Ak. For this purpose, we need an efficient technique for projecting many points from Ak to B,225

for which osculating toroidal patches of B play a crucial role. Section 4.3 briefly explains how to improve226

the HD approximation result to a precise HD solution.227

4.1. Basic control flow228

By switching the roles of A and B if necessary, we may assume H(A,B) = h(A,B) and discuss how229

to remove the majority of A except a small neighborhood of the maximum deviation point p∗ ∈ A (from230

B) such that d(p∗, B) = h(A,B). We start with a covering of A by a union of subpatches {Ak}, where231

A = ∪Ak. (Using a BVH tree for A, we start with the surface A itself stored in the root node.) A global232

lower bound h (≤ h(A,B)) can be initially taken as h = maxk d(pk, B), for some sample points pk ∈ Ak,233

e.g., the corner points of Ak. We delete all subpatches Ak from the set {Ak} if there is an upper bound hk234

(for the local HD h(Ak, B)), which is smaller than the global lower bound h, i.e., when we have hk < h.235

The remaining subpatches Ak are inserted to a priority queue, according to the priority hk, a local upper236

bound estimated as discussed in Section 3.1. The global upper bound h is set to the value hk of the highest237

priority, i.e., the local upper bound for the subpatch Ak stored in the top element of the priority queue.238

The top element Ak is supposed to have the highest possibility to contain the maximum deviation point239

p∗ ∈ A with d(p∗, B) = h(A,B). To narrow down the area containing the point p∗, the exact location of240

which is unknown yet, the top element Ak is deleted from the priority queue and subdivided into smaller241

pieces, say Aki , (i = 1, 2, · · · , nk). (These are the child nodes of Ak in the BVH tree.) For each of Aki ,242

the global lower bound h is updated to max(h, d(pki , B)), when a new corner point pki ∈ Aki has a larger243
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deviation from B than the previous sample points of A. Moreover, an upper bound hki is also estimated244

for each Aki . Into the priority queue, we then insert only those subpatches Aki with the priority hki(> h).245

(The BVH traversal will resume later from the nodes corresponding to these Aki ’s; on the other hand, the246

BVH traversals terminate at the nodes corresponding to the other Aki ’s that are thrown away at this stage247

due to their condition: hki ≤ h.)248

We repeat the same procedure until the difference (h−h) between the global upper and lower bounds is249

reduced within a given error tolerance, or the priority queue becomes empty.250

4.2. Torus-based HD computation251

In Section 3.1, we estimated an upper bound hk for a surface Ak, assuming the four corner points252

are all projected to the same Bézier surface B(s, t). (The point projection is computed using the BVH253

of B(s, t).) When the four projections are made across the common boundary of two adjacent Bézier254

surfaces, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is difficult to formulate the difference surface D(u, v) as a single255

Bézier surface. When the composite surface B(s, t) is C2-continuous across the common boundary, we can256

manage the estimation of an upper bound hk using an error bounding technique of Filip et al. [9], which can257

be applied to C2-continuous surfaces. The problem still remains across the common boundaries and around258

the polar points, where the surface B(s, t) may not have C2-continuity. In this case, we need to go down259

the BVH tree (of A) recursively all the way to the leaf nodes, where we can find the osculating toroidal260

patches that have projections to these cross-boundary areas. At the leaf level, trimmed osculating toroidal261

patches (dynamically generated on the Bézier surfaces B1(s, t) and B2(s, t)) will replace the role of B(s, t).262

Before discussing the details of handling the leaf nodes, we need to estimate an upper bound hk of263

h(Ak, B) for each node Ak, so that a decision can be made on Ak: whether it should be inserted to the264

priority queue or removed from further consideration. It is not necessary to make an accurate estimation265

for internal nodes Ak. A fast estimation is often more important for a better performance of the algorithm.266

In the cross boundary case, we move some projection points to the other side of the boundary. For example,267

when only one corner of Ak is projected to B1(s, t) and the others are to B2(s, t), we move the projection268

point to B2(s, t). As discussed in Section 4.1, we further move one point to a new location so that their (s, t)-269

parameter points form a rectangle or a parallelogram. Then we can have a simple linear reparameterization270

of s(u, v), t(u, v), and the matching surface Bk(u, v) = B(s(u, v), t(u, v)) will be of the same degree as B(s, t).271

In an extreme case, we may take the surface Bk(u, v) as a common boundary curve segment of two adjacent272

Bézier surfaces B1(s, t) and B2(s, t), or even as a polar point to which all control points of Bk(u, v) collapse.273

Kang et al. [13; 14] also use similar techniques for a fast estimation of local upper bounds in some cases. (On274

the other hand, Kim et al. [16] skip this step for the cross-boundary case, by inserting Ak to the priority275

queue, which slows down the algorithm, in particular, for high-precision HD computations. Now, the276

difference surface D(u, v) = Ak(u, v)−Bk(u, v) =
∑∑

dijBi(u)Bj(v) has the same degree as Ak(u, v) and277

Bk(u, v). As in Section 3.1, we take hk = max ‖dij‖ as an upper bound hk for h(Ak, B). For a C2-continuous278

composite surface B(s, t), we estimate an upper bound hk using the uniform sampling technique of Filip et279

al. [9], which often provides a tighter bound more efficiently.280

At a leaf node Ak, with an osculating toroidal patch TA, we consider the cross boundary case where a281

common boundary curve is shared by two adjacent Bézier surfaces B1 and B2 on a composite surface B(s, t).282

The projections of four corners of Ak form a quadrangle Q in the st-parameter space of B(s, t). We split Q283

into two pieces Q1 and Q2 in the domains of B1 and B2, respectively. Two osculating toroidal patches T1 and284

T2 are then computed at the centers q1 and q2 of Q1 and Q2, and trimmed along the parameter directions285

of B1 and B2. We can then proceed the HD computation by setting an upper bound hk = εA + hTA
+ εB ,286

where hTA
is an upper bound for h(TA, T1 ∪ T2). Figure 3 shows the construction of T1 and T2, and an287

estimation of hTA
using a recursive subdivision of TA. Note that the subdivision of TA is more efficient than288

that of Ak(u, v) and the projection of sample points to T1 and T2 is considerably more efficient than the289

projection to B(s, t). This computational advantage is the main source of our acceleration over the previous290

HD algorithm of Kim et al. [16], where the Bézier suface patch Ak(u, v) needs to be recursiveely subdivided291

across the common boundary of two adjacent Bézier surfaces B1(s, t) and B2(s, t).292
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Handling a leaf node Ak with the cross-boundary problem: (a) the four corners of Ak are projected to two adjacent
Bézier surfaces B1 and B2, (b) two osculating toroidal patches T1 and T2 are constructed to replace the roles of B1 and B2,

and (c) an upper bound hTA
is computed by a recursive subdivision of TA in a direction along the boundary of B1 and B2.

4.3. Precise HD computation293

When the difference (h− h) between the global upper and lower bounds is reduced within a given error294

tolerance of the HD approximation, we move on to the final stage of computing a precise HD up to the295

machine precision, by solving the constraint equations of Elber and Grandine [8] for each subpatch Ak296

remaining in the priority queue until the queue becomes empty. In the numerical refinement step, the global297

lower bound h increases, which also accelerates the removal of some elements from the priority queue.298

In the test examples of this paper, we switch to the precise HD computation with an initial solution299

within an error bound 10−9. The goal is to reduce the HD computation error within 2.22 ∗ 10−16, which300

is the machine precision for our implementation using 64 bit double precision floating-point numbers. We301

have observed that the constraint equations of Elber and Grandine [8] produce stable results until the302

numerical iterations reach the accuracy level of machine precision. After this, we have observed no consistent303

improvement of the computation results, as expected from the basics of numerical analysis.304

5. Experimental Results305

We have implemented the proposed HD computation algorithm in C++ on an Intel Core i7-10700K306

3.8GHz CPU with a 128GB main memory and an NVIDIA Geforce RTX2080. To demonstrate the perfor-307

mance of our approach, we have tested the implemented algorithm for twelve freeform geometric models308

(of Figure 4), including (a)–(d) four general surfaces, (e)–(h) four surfaces of revolution, and (i)–(l) four309

surfaces of linear extrusion. For each model, the unit length is taken as the diagonal length of the minimum310

bounding box for the model. Table 1 shows some details of these freeform models and the statistics on the311

construction of their BVH trees. The model names are in the second row, and the number of Bézier surfaces312

for each model is given in the third row. The fourth row shows the maximum error bound εA (or εB) for313

the approximation of each leaf node of A (or B) by an osculating toroidal patch TA (or TB). Note that the314

summation εA + εB = 2 · 10−10, 4 · 10−10 of approximation errors from both surfaces A and B should be315

sufficiently smaller than the HD approximation error bound ε = 10−3, · · · , 10−9. This explains why we need316

to generate large BVH trees for general freeform surfaces, as shown in the 5–7th rows, by the statistics on317

the number of nodes, the memory size, and the BVH build time. Compared with the BVH trees for general318

surfaces, the surfaces of revolution and linear extrusion have many advantages both in space and time, as319

shown in the rest of this table.320

Considering the main applications of HD in shape recognition and similarity tests, it would be ideal321

to test the HD computation for two almost identical (but unnoticeably different) models. However, it is322

difficult to generate two such models, in particular, when we want a pair of models for which the HD is323

known a priori. (The ground truth is important for checking the reliability of HD computation results.)324

Thus, taking a practical approach, we generate an almost identical model from the other by changing325

the position and orientation of the original model only slightly. In the special case of applying a pure326
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Figure 4: Twelve test models and their precise HD computation results.

General Revolution Extrusion
Teapot Turbine Knight Duck Pawn Table Cup Bottle DuckExt Angel Bird Tree

# Béziers 28 156 144 330 10 10 10 10 60 72 82 88
εA (or εB) 2e-10 2e-10 2e-10 2e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10 1e-10
# Nodes 58,399,407 51,894,391 91,934,047 84,627,847 9,295 6,699 9,227 7,801 25,519 31,423 30,349 42,767

Size 56GB 49GB 88GB 81GB 8MB 6MB 8MB 7MB 22MB 27MB 26MB 37MB
Time 21min 10min 36min 22min 43msec 32msec 42msec 39msec 127msec 155msec 164msec 208msec

Table 1: Statistics on the BVH construction results. For general freeform models, parallel processing has been used.

translation to the model (with a fixed orientation), there is an important advantage. The ground truth of327

the exact HD is known a priori. (The distance of translation is exactly the same as the exact HD of the328

two models under consideration.) The provision of exact solutions is essential in measuring the precision of329

HD computation results, in particular, since our goal is to reduce the computation errors within machine330

precision. In Figure 4, each model is shown together with the HD approximation error and the computing331

time, which demonstrates that the precise HD computation of our algorithm produces solutions (within332

machine precision) for the special case of pure translations, for which the exact HDs are known a priori.333

By changing the orientation of one model only slightly, we can also test the generic case, where the exact334

HD is unknown. As the HD computation is the most interesting for two almost identical models, we start335

with translations and rotations that introduce the maximum deviations in a similar distance range to the336

accuracy of the HD computation, and then repeat the same computations using tighter error bounds, and337

finally switch to precise HD computations with results within machine precision.338

Figures 5–7 report the test results for twelve freeform geometric models. In each test, we consider a339

pair of identical models, and translate only one model by a distance d > 0 along 26 different directions n,340

and approximate the HD within an error bound ε > 0. The translation distance is fixed to d = 0.001, the341
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26 directions n = (nx, ny, nz) are taken from all combinations of nx, ny, nz = −1, 0, 1, except n = 0, and342

the error bound ε > 0 is iteratively reduced from 10−3 to 10−9 in seven steps: ε = 10−3, · · · , 10−9. We343

also consider the rotation of one model, followed by the 26 translations considered above. The rotation is344

by angle θ = 10−3 · π about an axis l, passing through the model center in the direction of n. Finally, we345

consider 26 pure rotations about the different axes l. In total, we have 728 (= 26∗28) different configurations346

of (position, orientation) for one model with respect to the stationary copy of itself at the standard position347

and orientation. For each relative configuration, the same HD computation is repeated for a given error348

bound ε > 0. A total of 728 HD computation results are averaged to produce the HD reported in this paper.349

The same experiments are then repeated for different values of ε = 10−3, · · · , 10−9, and all other freeform350

geometric models.351

In Figures 5–7, each graph shows the HD approximation results for seven different levels of error bound352

ε = 10−3, · · · , 10−9. For the precise HD computation, the error in the level of machine precision can be353

measured only when the exact HD is known a priori. Thus we first consider the special test case where the354

two models have the same shape and orientation and the exact HD is given as the distance of translation.355

The HD error reported (below the rendered image of each model) is the average of 26 HD computation356

results for this special case. On the other hand, the HD time is the average computing time for 728 precise357

HD computations. The graph on the right shows in black lines the computing time taken in the HD358

approximation within an error bound ε > 0. The red and blue lines show the values of h and h, the global359

upper and lower bounds for the HD, respectively, which are computed as the result of HD approximation,360

so that they satisfy the termination condition: h− h < ε361

We have considered so far only the pairs of identical models with different positions or orientations.362

Using random perturbations of control points within a small distance, we can generate pairs of freeform363

models of slightly different shape. Figure 8 reports the test results, applied to two such pairs of models,364

where one Teapot is randomly perturbed within a distance 10−2 (and 10−3). Because of the large BVH365

size, we increased the approximation error εA (or εB) for the Teapots to 2 · 10−9, so that the BVHs for two366

Teapots under comparison can be loaded together to the main memory of 128GB. This explains why we have367

computed the HD approximation only up to the precision of 10−8 in this test. On the other hand, thanks to368

the reduced BVH sizes, we can compute the HD approximation about twice faster than the previous test,369

reported in Figure 5(a), for a pair of identical Teapots (sharing the same BVH). Nevertheless, this does not370

necessarily mean that the precise HD can also be computed more efficiently. In the case of perturbation 10−3,371

we have observed that the precise HD took about twice more computing time, due to more elements left in372

the priority queue as the result of HD approximation with lower precision. To test the HD computation on373

a large set of pairs of non-identical freeform models, we have generated a deformable surface of revolution374

by interpolating a sequence of planar profile curves with a continuously changing planar curve. Applying a375

continuous rigid-body motion to the surface, we can generate a dynamically changing surface of revolution,376

in shape, position, and orientation, all at the same time. Figure 9 shows some snapshots for a pair of377

continuously changing surfaces of revolution thus generated. Some snapshots from their HD computation378

are shown in Figure 10. Moreover, Figure 11 reports the HD results in 1000 frames from the continuous379

deformation of two surfaces of revolution. The black line presents the HD as a continuous function of the380

frame numbers. Depending on the relative motion and deformation of the two models, the HD often reaches381

two or three times higher values than the model size. The red and blue lines are for the times taken in the382

HD computation and the BVH construction, respectively.383

6. Conclusions384

We have presented an efficient algorithm for computing the precise HD between two freeform geometric385

models, which is a significant improvement in precision over the previous HD algorithms. The main focus386

of this work is on computing the HD in machine precision, which has made the HD algorithm less ideal387

for the performance in computing speed. In future work, we plan to explore a new direction of the HD388

computation, in which we would like to provide a systematic way of balancing the precision and efficiency389

in HD computation, at least for some important applications in practice.390
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(a) Teapot (b) Turbine

(c) Knight (d) Duck

Figure 5: Experimental results for general freeform surfaces. The blue and red lines are the values for h and h, the global lower

and upper bounds, when their difference h − h is reduced below the given error bound ε > 0. The black line reports the HD
computation time.

(a) Pawn (b) Table

(c) Cup (d) Bottle

Figure 6: Experimental results for surfaces of revolution.
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(a) DuckExt (b) Bird

(c) Angel (d) Tree

Figure 7: Experimental results for surfaces of linear extrusion.

(a) Teapot with perturbation up to 10−2 (b) Teapot with perturbation up to 10−3

Figure 8: The HD computation between the Teapot model and a perturbed one. Random perturbations of up to: (a) 10−2

and (b) 10−3, are applied to the control points of one Teapot.
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Figure 9: Snapshots from a pair of deformable surfaces of revolution.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: Snapshots from the HD computation for a pair of continuously changing surfaces of revolution.
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Figure 11: HD computation for a pair of continuously changing surfaces of revolution, within an error bound ε = 10−8.
The HD computing time is shown in red, and the BVH construction time is in blue. The computed HD is shown in black.
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